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The most notable characteristic of the Fasis is
perhaps their highly developed commercial instmct5
inherited no doubt from those Jewish ancestors who
embraced the tenets of Islam in the i$th century in
order to avoid most unpleasant penalties. No trace of
Eastern languor can be observed in their commercial
enterprises for no keener bargainers exist, though it
must be added that their honesty, in particular as
regards foreign dealings, is equally notable In the
past they have had many commercial dealings with
England, especially Manchester, and the great liking
with which the Fasis and the English still regard each
other speaks well for the integrity displayed by both
sides in these transactions Fez is a rich city; the in-
habitants are far better off than those resident in other
Moroccan towns, and most of the really impoverished
people one encounters in the suks have come from
distant parts of the country Not only does a wealthy
aristocracy still flourish, but in addition there are a
veiy large number of prosperous middle-class families
I have already mentioned the admixture of Jewish
blood, noticeable to a marked degree in the features of
some of the traders, but I do not wish to give the im-
pression this is general, for of course most of the families
spring from Arab or Andalusian stock. Many Gordo-
vese made the city their home in the gth century, and
there is still a quarter Andalus and a mosque Andalus
Berbers are few and far between
Some Fasis can trace their descent back to Mulai
Idriss5 others belong to the royal Alaouite house, and
though the majority cannot claim such exalted lineage
they all seem much alike in many ways; alike in
personal charm, dignity of manner, hospitable instinct,
intense sensitiveness, and unbounded pride; pride in

